Abstract-The mobile apps market is one of the fastest growing areas in the information technology. In digging their market share, developers must pay attention to building robust and reliable apps. In fact, users easily get frustrated by repeated failures, crashes, and other bugs; hence, they abandon some apps in favor of their competition. In this paper we investigate how the fault-and change-proneness of APIs used by Android apps relates to their success estimated as the average rating provided by the users to those apps. First, in a study conducted on 5,848 (free) apps, we analyzed how the ratings that an app had received correlated with the fault-and change-proneness of the APIs such app relied upon. After that, we surveyed 45 professional Android developers to assess (i) to what extent developers experienced problems when using APIs, and (ii) how much they felt these problems could be the cause for unfavorable user ratings. The results of our studies indicate that apps having high user ratings use APIs that are less fault-and change-prone than the APIs used by low rated apps. Also, most of the interviewed Android developers observed, in their development experience, a direct relationship between problems experienced with the adopted APIs and the users' ratings that their apps received.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
A CCORDING to a recent study by VisionMobile [1] , the mobile handset industry has been growing at 23 percent Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) 1 in revenues since 2009, and the expected growth from 2012 to 2016 will be 28 percent CAGR [3] . The "App" economy is a tremendous success: iOS, BlackBerry, and Android were the most lucrative software platforms in 2012, with average monthly revenue of over $4,800, $3,700, and $3,300 per app, respectively [4] . Additionally, the developers' mindshare index during the last four years (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) shows that Android and iOS are the top two software platforms being used by developers worldwide [1] , [3] , [4] .
What are the hidden forces that contribute to the app economy's success? Typical answers are: ubiquitous computing, low cost of handsets (especially, the Android devices), monetization models, customers' loyalty to brands such as iPhone or BlackBerry, etc. However, beyond explaining the "hidden forces" that drive consumer/developer decisions and define the reasons for the success of the apps, that success can be influenced by the software infrastructure that developers use to build apps (i.e., Application Programming Interfaces-APIs). APIs encapsulate the complexity of low-level programming details, and provide developers with a highlevel model for using the underlying hardware. However, the ease-of-use of these APIs is impacted by factors related to API design and quality. For instance, top categories of API learning obstacles are related to learning resources (e.g., documentation, or code examples) and API structure (e.g., design or name of API elements) [5] . Also, APIs not ensuring backward compatibility support are typically hard to use because of their instability [6] , and API breaking-changes could introduce bugs into the client code. Moreover, since developers often assume correctness behind underlying APIs, faults in APIs can drastically impact the client code quality as perceived by the end-users; on the other hand, developers avoid to use new version of APIs to skip bugs in the new version [7] . For example, Zibran et al. [8] found that among 1,513 bug reports related to various components of Eclipse, GNOME, MySQL, Python 3.1, and Android projects, 562 bug-reports were related to API usability issues; and about 175 (31 percent) of those issues were related to API correctness. Also Businge et al. [9] found that 44 percent of 512 Eclipse third-party plug-ins depends on "bad" (i.e., unstable, discouraged, and unsupported) APIs and that developers continue using those APIs. Although one can possibly assume that API instability (change-proneness) and fault-proneness may impact the success of software applications, to the best of our knowledge such relations have not been empirically investigated yet.
Stability and fault-proneness in the Android API is a sensitive and timely topic, given the frequent releases and the number of applications that use these APIs. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to provide solid empirical evidence and shed some light on the relationship between the success of apps (in terms of user ratings), and the change-and fault-proneness of the underlying APIs (i.e., Android API and third-party libraries). We designed two case studies. In the first study we analyzed to what extent the APIs fault-and change-proneness affect the user ratings of the Android apps using them, while in the second we investigated to what extent Android developers experience problems when using APIs and how much they feel these problems can be causes of unfavorable user ratings/comments.
The first study (in the following referred as "Study I") was conducted on a set of 5,848 Android free apps belonging to different domains. We estimated the success of an app based on the ratings posted by users in the app store (Google Play 2 ). Then, we identified the APIs used by those apps, and computed the number of bug fixes that those APIs underwent. In addition to the bug fixes, we computed different kinds of changes occurring to such APIs, including changes in the interfaces, implementation, and exception handling. Finally, we analyzed how the user ratings of an app are related to APIs fault-and change-proneness, specifically to different kinds of changes occurring to APIs. This study has mainly the aim of providing possible quantitative evidence about relationship between APIs fault-and change-proneness, and the apps' ratings. However, especially because we have no visibility over the source code of such apps and of their issue trackers, it is difficult to provide a strong rationale and, possible, a cause-effect relationship for such findings.
In order to provide explanations to the finding of Study I, we conducted a second study (in the following referred as "Study II"). This study consists of a survey, and it involved 45 professional Android developers. We asked such developers to fill-in a questionnaire composed by 21 questions organized into five categories: (i) developer's background, (ii) factors negatively impacting user ratings, (iii) frequent reasons causing bugs/crashes in Android apps, (iv) experiences with used APIs, and (v) impact of problematic APIs on the user ratings. Then, we quantitatively analyzed the answers to 19 questions by using descriptive statistics, and completed the analysis with qualitative data gathered from the other two questions (See Table 9 ).
It is important to point out that this work does not claim a cause-effect relationship between APIs fault-and changeproneness and the success of apps, which can be due to several other internal (e.g., app features and usability) and/or external (e.g., availability of alternative similar apps) factors. Instead, the purpose of our study is to investigate whether the change-and fault-proneness of APIs used by the app relates (or not) to the app success, measured by its ratings. That is, a heavy usage of fault-prone APIs can lead to repeated failures or even crashes of the apps, hence encouraging users to give low ratings and possibly even abandoning the apps. Similarly, the use of unstable APIs that undergo numerous changes in their interfaces can cause backward compatibility problems or require frequent updates to the apps using those APIs. Such updates, in turn, can introduce defects into the applications using unstable APIs.
Results of our first study demonstrate that Android apps having higher user ratings generally use APIs that are less fault-and change-prone than APIs used by low rated apps. For instance, among the 5,848 analyzed apps, the 50 least successful apps use APIs that are 457 percent more fault-prone and 315 percent more change-prone, on average, than APIs used by the 50 most successful apps. Moreover, results of our survey conducted with Android developers indicate that 62 percent of them observed, in their development experience, a direct relationship between problems experienced with the used APIs and bad users' ratings/comments.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 defines Study I and its research questions, while Section 2 reports and discusses the results achieved from a quantitative and qualitative point of view. Section 3 presents the design and the results achieved in Study II (i.e., the survey). Section 4 discusses the threats that could affect the validity of the results achieved in both studies. Section 5 relates this work to the existing literature, while Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.
STUDY I: MINING SOFTWARE REPOSITORIES
The goal of this study is to understand to what extent the APIs fault-and change-proneness affect the user ratings of the Android apps using them. The context consists of 5,848 free apps from the Google Play Market, and the quality focus is the success of those apps in terms of ratings expressed by users on the market.
Study Design
In the following we describe in detail the design and planning of the study, and in particular the context selection, the research questions, the independent and dependent variables, the data extraction process, and the analysis method. Table 1 reports characteristics of the 5,848 apps that we analyzed. As it can be seen from the table, the apps belong to a pretty varied (30) set of categories. For each category considered in our study (e.g., photography, medical, games, etc), the table lists (i) the number of apps analyzed from the category (column #apps), (ii) the size range of the analyzed apps in terms of number of classes (column #classes), and bytecode size in terms of thousands of lines of code (KLOC). There are multiple factors that lead us to the selection of the set of apps mentioned above. First and foremost, we deliberately restricted our attention to free apps for practical reasons (paid apps would clearly require a fee). To collect free apps, we built a Crawler downloading free Android apps. We ran the Crawler for one week and collected 25,869 apps. We only considered apps having at least 10 votes to prune out unreliable ratings. With a smaller number of ratings, there was a higher risk that our results may depend on the subjectiveness of the ratings themselves. That is, if an app receives only one or two votes, the fact that they are extremely positive or negative can depend too much on the subjective reasons of those particular users. This filtering process led to the 7,097 apps considered in our previous paper [10] . Also, we excluded all the apps for which we were not able to convert their Android PacKage (APK) file into a JAR (more details can be found in Section 2.1.4). In particular, 300 apps were discarded due to errors during the conversion from APK to JAR. Finally, we limited our attention to a subset of apps using APIs (both Android SDK APIs and third-party APIs) for which it was possible to retrieve the change history from a versioning system. This resulted in the removal of other 1,249 apps, leading to the final 5,848 apps.t
Context Selection
Research Questions
In the context of this study (i.e., Study I) we formulated the following two research questions: RQ 1 : Does the Fault-Proneness of APIs Affect the User Ratings of Android Apps? This research question aims at investigating if Android apps having lower user ratings make heavier use of fault-prone APIs than apps having higher user ratings. The conjecture is that the usage of fault-prone APIs can cause annoying failures and crashes, and for this reason users provide low ratings. Specifically, we test the following null hypothesis:
H 0 1 : There is no significant difference between the average fault-proneness of APIs used by apps with high and low rates. RQ 2 : Does the Change-Proneness of APIs Affect the User Ratings of Android Apps? This research question is similar to RQ 1 , however it considers the changeproneness instead of the fault-proneness as the main factor to analyze. The conjecture is that if APIs change a lot, such changes may alter their behavior and even worse their interface, hence having a side effect on the applications using them. First, an evolved API may not be back-compatible with a previous version, and therefore could alter the app behavior in an undesired way. Second, changes in API signatures may require adaptations on the app's side that, in turn, could induce faults. Thus, the null hypothesis being tested is H 0 2 : There is no significant difference between the average change-proneness of APIs used by apps with high and low rates.
Study Variables
The dependent variable for both research questions is represented by the average (mean) rating provided by the users for those apps, representing a proxy to measure the success of the considered apps. Such ratings are posted by users on the Android market as a discrete value ranging between one and five stars.
The independent variable considered to answer RQ 1 is the number of bugs fixed in the APIs used by the apps during the investigated time period. The analysis is restricted to the period of time going from the date in which the considered app version was released until the date in which either (i) the app has been superseded by a new version or (ii) the last rating for such app was collected, i.e., the last observation for our dependent variable.
For RQ 2 the independent variables are the number of changes performed in APIs used by the considered apps, measured in the same time period adopted for the fixed bugs. Specifically, we computed the following variables:
The overall number of method changes. The number of changes in method signatures (method names, parameters, return types, visibility). The number of changes to the set of exceptions thrown by methods, as detected by analyzing their signatures. Such kind of change is particularly important to analyze because a better usage of exception handlers may improve the apps' robustness. Note that for all changes we separately computed data for all methods and public methods. Changes to public methods were analyzed apart in our study because these methods represent the API public interface that is directly called by the apps. Similarly to RQ 1 , the analysis of changes was performed in the same time period considered for bug fixes.
Data Extraction Process
The data needed to answer our research questions are (i) the user ratings of the 5,848 considered apps, (ii) the list of APIs used by each app, and (iii) the bug and change history of those APIs. The user ratings were downloaded from Google Play by selecting ratings related to each app version considered in our study. We mined the users' reviews just the day before we started the data analysis, in order to gather as many ratings as possible for each app considered in our study. However, in the period of time going from the date when we downloaded the apps' APK (D 1 ), until the date we collected the apps' ratings (D 2 ), new versions of the considered apps may have been released. Thus, there was the risk of including in our analysis reviews that were not related to the specific version of the apps considered in our study. For this reason, in the period of time going from D 1 to D 2 we mined the Google Play market at time intervals of one week to verify if new versions of the considered apps were issued. As explained before, we just considered reviews in the period of time going from the date in which the considered app version was released until the date in which either the app was superseded by a new version or the last rating for such app was collected (i.e., D 2 ). To identify APIs used by the apps in our study, we downloaded their Android PacKage files using a third party library. 3 An APK file is a variant of a JAR archive containing, among other information, the compiled classes in the dex (Dalvik EXecutable) format used by the process virtual machine in Android.
For extracting API calls from the APK files we adopted the following process: 1) we converted the APK files to JARs using the dex2jar 4 disassembler tool. 2) we extracted references/calls to API classes from . class files, using the JClassInfo 5 tool. Once we collected the list of APIs for each app, we mined the APIs change history from their versioning systems. 6 We analyzed 85,636 developers' commits performed in a period going from October 2007 to September 2013 for a total of 39,718 bug-fixing activities and 1,082,362 method's changes. More specifically, we mined 2,105 days of history of the Android SDK APIs and, on average, 778 days for the considered third-party APIs; the number of analyzed commits is 35,702 for the Android SDK APIs (involving a total of 1,068 developers) and 49,934 for the third party APIs (by 1,232 developers). The average size of a commit in terms of number of modified files is 15 for the Android SDK APIs and nine for the third-party APIs, while the commits' frequency in terms of number of commits per month is 164 for the Android SDK APIs and 14 for the third-party APIs. Thus, the Android SDK APIs evolve much quicker than the considered third-party APIs.
In order to identify bug-fixing commits activities we used an approach proposed by Fischer et al. [11] , i.e., by mining regular expressions containing issue IDs and the keyword "fix" in the commit notes, e.g., "fixed issue #ID" or "issue ID".
For the changes, we used a code analyzer developed in the context of the MARKOS European project 7 to compare the APIs before and after each commit at a fine-grained level. In particular, while the versioning system logs just report the changes at file level granularity performed in a commit, we used the MARKOS code analyzer to capture changes at method level.
The code analyzer parses source code by relying on the srcML toolkit [12] , and categorizes changes occurring in methods into three types: (i) generic change (including all kinds of changes); (ii) changes applied to the method signature (i.e., visibility change, return type change, parameter added, parameter removed, parameter type change, method rename); and (iii) changes applied to the set of exceptions thrown by the methods. Moreover, we distinguished between changes performed to public methods directly used by the apps and changes performed to non public methods. To distinguish cases where a method was removed and a new one added from cases when a method was renamed (and possibly its source code changed), the MARKOS code analyzer uses a heuristic that maps methods with different names if their source code is similar based on a metric fingerprint similar to the one used in metric-based clone detection [13] . In particular, each method is associated to a 12 digits fingerprint containing the following information: LOCs, number of statements, number of if statements, number of while statements, number of case statements, number of return statements, number of specifiers, number of parameters, number of thrown exceptions, number of declared local variables, number of method invocations, and number of used class attributes (i.e., instance variables). The accuracy of such heuristic has been evaluated by manually checking 100 methods reported as moved by the MARKOS code analyzer. Results showed that 89 of them were actually moved methods. Typical cases of false positives were those in which a method was removed from a class and a very similar one-in terms of signature and fingerprint-was added to another class.
After having analyzed the APIs, we used such information to compute, for each app, the total number of bugs fixed in the used APIs and the number of changes along the three categories mentioned above.
It is important to note that, while in our previous work [10] we focused the attention only on the official Android APIs, here we also consider all the (open source) thirdparty APIs used by the apps; in fact, across the 5,848 apps object of our study, 1,224 (21 percent) make use of open source third-party APIs. Our choice of also considering third-party APIs explains why we focus our study on a smaller set of apps with respect to the work in [10] (i.e., 5,848 against 7,097-82 percent). Indeed, we only consider an app in our study if it (i) does not use any third-party library or (ii) uses third-party APIs for which we were able to find the versioning system. In other words, apps using third-party APIs for which we were not able to find the versioning system were discarded by our study. In total, we were able to analyze the entire change history of 68 projects used as third-party APIs by the Android apps in addition to the official Android APIs. The list of the analyzed third-party libraries is reported in Table 2 . The total number of API classes considered in this study is 19,763 compared to the 4,816 considered in [10] . Note that commercial third-party APIs were not taken into account given the impossibility to analyze their change history. 
Analysis Method
To define the analysis method it is important to analyze the distribution of high and low rated apps in our dataset. Fig. 1 reports the distribution of the average ratings assigned by users to these apps. Note that the number of ratings received by each app varies between 10 (the minimum we considered) and 432,900, with a first quartile ¼ 31, median ¼ 105, third quartile ¼ 597, and mean ¼ 2,540. In general, the user ratings are very high: 3,251 apps (55.59 percent) exhibit an average rating greater than 4 stars. Nevertheless, due to quite large corpus of apps considered in our study, we also have 425 apps with an average rating lower than 3 stars. Thus, we can verify a possible relationship between fault-and change-proneness of used APIs and apps average user rating. One might be tempted to believe that such apps received high scores because of being free, i.e., the user is less disappointed when an app is unreliable or useless, because she did not spend money for it or, on the contrary, a good and free functionality is highly rewarded. To verify this conjecture, we analyzed the ratings for 5,848 paid (non-free) apps randomly selected from the Google Play Market. 8 Fig . 2 depicts the distribution of ratings for these commercial apps. The number of ratings received by each commercial app vary between 10 and 96,460, with a first quartile ¼ 16, median ¼ 30, third quartile ¼ 85, and mean ¼ 267. As in the case of the free apps, user ratings are generally very high: 3,359 commercial apps (57.44 percent) exhibit an average rating greater than 4 stars. Also, similarly to free apps, 438 commercial apps have an average rating lower than 3 stars. In summary, the average rating for free apps is 3.97, whereas for paid apps it is 4.02. Although Mann-Whitney test reports a significant difference between the two distributions (p-value < 0:0001), the difference has a negligible effect size (Cliff's d ¼ 0:05).
Coming back to the 5,848 free apps object of our study, we group them in three different sets on the basis of their average user rating (r a ). In particular, given Q 1 ¼ 3:667 and Q 3 ¼ 4:395 the first and the third quartile of the distribution of the average user ratings assigned to the 5,848 apps considered in our study, we cluster the apps into the following three sets: 1) Apps having high rating: apps having r a > Q 3 . 2) Apps having medium rating: apps having Q 3 ! r a > Q 1 . 3) Apps having low rating: apps having r a Q 1 . To address our research questions, we use descriptive statistics to provide an overview of data, then followed by the use of statistical tests and effect size measures. First, we depict boxplots of the distribution of the average number of faults and changes for APIs used by apps that received average scores in the three categories described above. It is very important to note that, for each app, we compute the average (mean) number of changes across all APIs used by that app. In this way, we do not bias the study because of apps using too many (and possibly change-prone) or too few (and possibly stable) APIs. Then, we plot and compare distributions of such averages. In addition to showing boxplots, we compare such distributions using Mann-Whitney test [14] . For the latter, we pairwise compared the fault-and change-proneness for the three groups. The results were statistically significant at a ¼ 0:05. Since we performed multiple tests, we adjusted our p-values using the Holm's correction procedure [15] . This procedure sorts the p-values resulting from n tests in ascending order, multiplying the smallest by n, the next by n À 1, and so on.
We also estimated the magnitude of the difference between fault-and change-proneness of the APIs used by different groups of apps; we used the Cliff's Delta (or d), a non-parametric effect size measure [16] for ordinal data. We followed the guidelines in [16] 
Replication Package
The data set used in our study is publicly available at http://www.cs.wm.edu/semeru/data/tse-android/.Specifically, we provide: (i) the list (and URLs) of the studied 5,848 apps, together with the user ratings distributions; (ii) the list of APIs used by each app; (iii) complete information on the bugs fixed and changes that occurred in the APIs considered in our study (both official Android as well as third-party APIs); (iv) the R scripts and working data sets used to run the statistical tests and produce the plots and tables presented.
Results
This section reports the results aimed at answering the two research questions formulated in Section 2.1.2.
Does the Fault-Proneness of APIs Affect the User
Ratings of Android Apps?
Boxplots in Fig. 3 show the distribution of average number of bug fixes in API classes used by apps having different levels of rating (i.e., high, medium, and low rating as defined in Section 2.1.5). Note that we set 30 as a limit for the y-axis (i.e., average number of bug fixes in API classes) for readability purposes. The boxplots reported in Fig. 3 highlight that apps having a higher average user rating use APIs having a lower bug-proneness. In particular, apps having a high rating use APIs with 6.1 bug-fixes on average. This number grows up to 9.8 (þ61 percent) for apps having a medium rating and reaches 12 (þ111 percent) for apps having a low rating. Overall, the difference in terms of APIs fault-proneness between apps having different levels of rating is very clear by looking to the distributions depicted in Fig. 3 .
We also compared the difference in terms of API bugs between the 50 most and the 50 least successful apps (in terms of achieved average user rating). The 50 most successful apps are those having an average rating higher than 4.946, while the 50 least successful exhibit an average rating lower than 2.068. For the former, the average number of bug fixes in the used APIs is 4.4, while for the latter we measured an average of 24.5 bug fixes in the used APIs (þ457 percent). Table 3 reports the results of the Mann-Whitney test (p-value) and the Cliffs d effect size. We compared each set of apps (grouped by level of rating) with all other sets having a lower rating (e.g., high rating vs. the other). As we can see from the table, apps having a higher rating always exhibit a statistically significant lower number of bug fixes in the used APIs than apps having a lower rating (p-value always < 0.0001). The Cliff's d is small (0.10) when comparing apps having a high rating and apps having a medium rating, and medium (0.37) when the comparison is performed between apps having a high rating and apps having a low rating. The effect size is small (d ¼ 0:18) when comparing apps having a medium rating and those having low rating. As expected, also the comparison of the 50 most and the 50 least successful apps shows statistical significant difference, with a p-value < 0.0001 and a large effect size (d ¼ 0:66).
With the achieved results, we can reject our null hypothesis H 0 1 , i.e., APIs used by apps having higher user ratings are, on average, significantly less fault-prone than APIs used by low rated apps. However, it is interesting to understand if the observed difference in terms of APIs faultproneness between apps having different levels of rating is due to the used official Android APIs, third-party APIs, or to both of them. To this aim, we separately investigated the fault-proneness of the official Android APIs and of the third-party APIs used by the apps object of our study.
Concerning the official Android APIs, apps having a high rating use APIs that underwent, on average, 6.2 bug fixes, as compared to the 9.7 (þ56 percent) of apps having a medium rating and the 13.0 (þ109 percent) of apps having a low rating. This result is inline with what we observed when analyzing all the used APIs as a whole. Also the results of the Mann-Whitney test reported in Table 4 confirm that official Android APIs used by apps having a higher average user rating are, on average, significantly less fault-prone than APIs used by low rated apps. Indeed, as already observed when considering all APIs, apps having a higher rating always exhibit a statistically significant lower number of bug fixes in the used APIs than apps having a lower rating (p-value always < 0.0001). In this case, the effect size is small in all comparisons.
When analyzing third-party APIs in isolation we only considered the 1,224 apps using at least one third-party API since, as explained in Section 2.1.4, not all the considered apps use third-party APIs. In this case we observed a slightly different trend:
apps having a high rating use third-party APIs subject, on average, to 1.3 bug-fixing activities. apps having a medium rating use third-party APIs subject, on average, to 3.6 bug-fixing activities (þ177 percent). apps having a low rating use third-party APIs subject, on average, to 2.7 bug-fixing activities (þ108 percent). Thus, while it is confirmed that apps having a high rating use less fault-prone APIs than apps having a medium and a low rating, from the average values it seems that apps having a medium rating use APIs more fault prone than those used by apps having a low rating. However, by looking into the data we found that this result is mainly due to a set of 28 apps falling in the medium rating category and all using the same (fault-prone) third-party APIs. In particular, these 28 apps are developed by the same software house 9 and use APIs subject to a number of bug-fixes going from a minimum of 23 to a maximum of 46, clearly raising the average value of bug-fixes in the medium rating category. In fact, when comparing the fault-proneness of the three categories by using the Mann-Whitney test (see Table 5 ), we obtain that apps having higher ratings use APIs statistically significant less fault-prone than low rated apps, even when comparing apps having a medium rating with those having a low (p-value always <0.0001, with a small effect size).
Summarizing, the results of our RQ 1 show that the higher the rating of the apps, the lower the fault-proneness of the APIs they use. This holds when considering all APIs, as well as the official Android APIs and third-party APIs in isolation.
Does the Change-Proneness of APIs Affect the
User Ratings of Android Apps?
Boxplots in Fig. 4 show the change-proneness of APIs used by the three different sets of apps considered in our study. In particular, Figs. 4a and 4b report the overall number of method changes and the overall number of changes in the method signatures, respectively, while Figs. 4c and 4d show the same data by considering the APIs' public methods only. Fig. 4 suggests that apps having a higher rating generally use more stable APIs, i.e., APIs having a lower change-proneness. In particular, the APIs used by apps having a high rating underwent, on average, 25 method changes, as opposed to the 36 changes in the APIs used by apps having a medium rating (+44 percent) and to the 47 (+88 percent) of the apps having a low rating-see Fig. 4a . Also, the three quartiles show a continuous upward-trend of the number of changes as the app ratings decrease.
The trend is almost the same if considering public methods only: an average of 15 method changes for APIs used by top rated apps, 21 for those having a medium rating (+40 percent), and 26 for APIs used by apps having a low rating (+73 percent)- Fig. 4c . Again, boxplots confirm that apps having a low rating generally use more change-prone APIs as compared to apps having a high rating.
Also for changes involving method signatures (Figs. 4b and 4d), results highlight that highly rated apps are generally built using stable APIs. If considering both public and private/protected methods (Fig. 4b) , we observe, on average, five changes in APIs used by apps having a high rating, seven changes for apps having a medium rating (þ40 percent), and nine for the apps having the lower ratings (þ80 percent). Results are confirmed if considering public methods only (Fig. 4d) .
Similarly to the case of bug fixes, we also compared the 50 most and the 50 least successful apps (in terms of their average rating), and the results for the four types of changes are: 1) the overall number of method changes in API methods are, on average, 20 for the most successful and 83 (+315 percent) for the least successful apps; 2) the number of changes in public methods is 12 for the most successful, and 44 (+267 percent) for the least successful apps; 3) changes to method signatures are 4 vs. 16 (þ300 percent) considering all methods, and 3 vs. 11 (þ266 percent) by considering public methods only. Table 6 reports the results of the Mann-Whitney test and the Cliff's d when comparing the change-proneness of APIs used by apps belonging to different groups of average user ratings. Table 6 shows that: (i) there is statistically significant difference (p-value < 0.0001) when comparing apps having a higher rating with those having a lower one, and (ii) Cliff's delta is small for all comparison. However, when comparing the top 50 and the least 50 successful apps (i) the p-value is confirmed < 0.0001, and (ii) we get a large Cliff's d (! 0.474) for all change types.
Then, we analyzed another category of changes that might occur in the Android APIs, i.e., changes to the set of exceptions thrown by methods. In total, we identified 2,799 changes to exceptions thrown by methods; 1,735 (62 percent) were aimed at adding new exceptions to a method. Results are reported in Figs. 5a and 5b for all methods and public methods only, respectively. Differently from the trends observed for the other kinds of changes shown in Fig. 4 , for what concerns changes to exceptions we do not observe (also according to Mann-Whitney tests performed) any significant difference between different levels of apps' rating. This result is not surprising, since robust Java programs generally make a massive use of exception handling mechanisms [17] .
On summary, we can reject our null hypothesis H 0 2 i.e., APIs used by apps having high user ratings are on average less prone to changes occurred to API signatures and implementation than APIs used by low rated apps. Instead, there is no significant difference when the changes are on the exceptions thrown by API methods.
As already done for the fault-proneness, we also analyzed the change-proneness of APIs used by the different categories of apps by isolating official Android APIs and third-party APIs. Concerning the official Android APIs, we observed that those used by apps having high user ratings are significantly less change prone than those used by low rated apps, as also confirmed by the results of the MannWhitney test reported in Table 7 (p-value always <0.0001 with a small effect size). In particular:
In terms of overall method changes, apps having a high rating use APIs that underwent, on average, 25 changes, as compared to the 37 (þ48 percent) of apps having a medium rating and the 48 (þ92 percent) of apps having a low rating. This trend is also confirmed when just considering changes to public methods, with apps having low rating using APIs subject to 27 changes, on average, 80 percent more than the apps having high rating. When focusing on changes performed on method signatures, apps having a high rating use APIs object, on average, of 5 changes, 40 percent less than APIs used by apps having a medium rating and 80 percent less than APIs used by apps having a low rating. These results are also confirmed when just focusing on public methods. If restricting our analysis to the Android APIs only, we do not observe any statistically significant difference in terms of changes performed to the exceptions thrown by methods between the different categories of apps. Turning to the third-party APIs, the results of the Mann-Whitney test reported in Table 8 show that the change-proneness of APIs used by apps having high user ratings is lower in a statistically significant way. Moreover, when comparing apps having a high rating with those having a low rating, we obtain a large effect size for all type of changes reported in Table 8 . For instance, when considering all changes performed to the API methods, we go from the three changes, on average, of APIs used by apps having a high rating to the seven changes (+133 percent) of APIs used by apps having a low rating. The same trend has been also observed when (i) just focusing on public methods, and (ii) just considering the changes occurred to (public) methods' signature.
Instead, also in case of third-party APIs, we did not observe any statistically significant difference in terms of changes performed to the exceptions thrown by methods in APIs used by the different categories of apps.
Summarizing, the results of RQ 2 show that the higher the average rating of the apps, the lower the change-proneness of the APIs they use. This holds when considering all APIs, as well as when restricting our attention to official Android APIs or third-party APIs only. Instead, there is no significant difference when the changes are on the exceptions thrown by API methods. Again, this result holds for all APIs as well as for the official Android APIs and the thirdparty APIs considered in isolation.
Qualitative Analysis
The quantitative analysis performed to answer our research questions provided us with strong empirical evidence that Android apps having higher rating generally use APIs that are less fault-and change-prone than APIs used by apps having lower rating. We are aware that this is not sufficient to claim causation; consequently, we performed a qualitative analysis to (at least in part) find a rationale of the relation between the use of "problematic APIs" and the low user ratings of some apps.
First, we performed a coarse grained automatic analysis of comments left by users to unsuccessful apps (i.e., apps having an average rating lower than three), for a total of 15,944 comments. The goal of this analysis is just to get an idea of the main reasons behind the users dissatisfaction with low rated apps. In particular, we are interested in understanding if these comments are mostly related to lack of features in the apps (and thus, no relation with the use of fault-and change-prone APIs can be hypothesized), to bugs/unexpected behavior of apps (and thus, a possible relation with the use fault-and change-proneness APIs could exist), or both. To this aim, we extracted from comments the n-grams composing them, considering n 2 ½1 . . . 4. Fig. 6 reports the 30 most common n-grams we found. As we can notice, the most frequent n-grams are related to problems with the correct working of the app: does not work, crashes, update/needs update, please fix it, not compatible with, freezes, can't even open it, force close. However, there are also comments that seems linkable to unsatisfactory features offered by the app: useless, lacks, annoying, boring. Thus, as expected, bugs/unexpected behavior of apps represent one of the main reasons behind users dissatisfaction with downloaded apps.
The next step to find insights about the relation between the use of fault-and change-prone APIs and the apps user ratings is to manually analyze some of the unsuccessful apps on Google Play trying to understand if APIs' bugs/frequent changes directly impacted the apps' user experience. Firstly, we must point out that most of the negative reviews we looked at were simply non-informative, i.e., did not provide any clue for the reasons behind the user dissatisfaction. Examples of such reviews are "this app is terrible", "crap", "do not download", "improvements needed", and "needs a lot of work". This outcome was quite expected, since a recent study by Chen et al. [18] showed that just 35 percent of reviews available on the mobile app marketplace were informative. Also, we found negative reviews due to the poor features provided by the apps (e.g., "boring", "this is not an app is just a link to the website"), or to the "spam nature" of the app (e.g., "a lot of spam on screen and notifications", "I never even got to the point where I could open the app itself I was constantly closing pop-up windows and removing added icons to my home screen"). These negative reviews are clearly not linkable to any API issues, but simply due to specific apps' characteristics.
Nevertheless, several negative reviews were related to bugs/crashes experienced by users while using the apps (as also highlighted by the n-grams analysis). To provide some numbers, among the 151,564 negative reviews (i.e., those having a score lower than three stars) present in our dataset, 27,162 contained the word "bug" or the trigram "does not work", and 14,228 contained the word "crash", "freezes" or the bi-gram "force close". Most of these reviews did not describe the experienced issues enough in details to allow us to check if the APIs' bugs/ frequent changes were the cause of the problem. Still, we found several user reviews directly related to problems present in the APIs used by the apps they downloaded and tried.
An interesting case is the official CNN app for Android tablets. In our study, we analyzed the release 1.3.3 of the CNN app. That version received several low ratings from users (482 out of 812 votes rated the app with one star), mostly because the presence of bugs. However, we found that some of those bugs were related to the Android APIs. For example, these are two reviews in Google Play for the CNN app version 1.
The widget looks awesome when it doesn't foul up. I just don't understand the invisible widget thing. please fix.
Rating: $ $ $ $
A Google User -July 6, 2012 -Version 1.3.3 Needs some MAJOR bug fixes I was excited to see that the app has finally been updated, and for a few hours it worked great. But then some of its widgets became invisible, and it froze my desktop several times. Galaxy Tab 7.7 with ICS.
By analyzing the change log of the APIs used by the CNN app, we identified a possible cause for the problem described in the reviews. In particular, with a commit performed on 07/03/2012, the developer Chet H. implemented a bug fix solving the issue #6773607 in the Android API: Layered views animating from offscreen sometimes remain invisible. The layered views are the mechanism used by the CNN app to implement its widgets.
We also found several user reviews reporting problems related to functionalities in apps that are provided by problematic APIs. An interesting example is the subsystem android.speech.tts, providing developers with the possibility of integrating the Text To Speech (TTS) technology in their apps. More than 200 users of the apps using TTS complained about problems related to this feature. Examples of reviews are "Useless. TTS doesn't work.", and "Every time I restart my phone I have to reinstall it as app related to TTS.". By analyzing the changehistory of the android.speech.tts subsystem, we found that the 15 classes contained in it underwent, in total, 93 commits (69 of which fixed a bug), distanced on average 13 days from each other. In these commits, a total of 460 methods have been changed, of which 289 are public methods, and among these public methods 80 underwent changes to their signatures. This can suggest that, very likely, it has been difficult, for app developers, to stay tuned with changes performed in such unstable and fault-prone APIs.
Another API, this time a third-party one, that caused problems to users for a certain period of time was the Facebook Android SDK. 10 We found almost 100 users of apps relying on the Facebook Android SDK leaving low ratings due to problems experienced when logging in, from their app, to Facebook. Examples of these reviews are "Every time I login to Facebook the app is forced to close." and "Started once, seemed to login with Facebook, but after that, it went back to the main screen and nothing happened." This strange behavior, that forced the apps to close when logging into Facebook, was due to a bug present in the Facebook Android SDK until version 3.5. This issue has also been discussed by Android developers in the popular Questions & Answers website stackoverflow.com 11 and was resolved in the version 3.5.1 of the Facebook Android SDK. In general, the performed qualitative analysis confirmed the results of the quantitative one: fault-and change-prone APIs represent a serious threat for the success of Android apps.
STUDY II: SURVEY WITH DEVELOPERS
The goal of this study is survey Android developers, with the purpose of understanding to what extent they experience problems when using APIs and how much they consider these problems to be related with negative user ratings/ comments. Hence, the study quality focus is the developers' perception of the impact change-and fault-prone APIs can have on the apps' user ratings. Such perception insights serve to corroborate the (mainly quantitative) results of the first study where we found a correlation between changeand fault-prone APIs and apps ratings. The context of this study consists of 45 professional developers (hereinafter referred to as "participants") providing their opinions about the goals of the study.
Study Design
In the following, we report the design and planning of the survey study, by detailing the context selection, the research questions, the data collection process, and the analysis method.
Context Selection
As potential participants to this study, we targeted all developers of the apps considered in the first study (Study I). To identify them, we mined the Google play market's webpages of the 5,848 apps considered in our previous study to extract the email address of the related developers. This was possible thanks to the Contact Developer field present in each webpage presenting an app on the market. We automatically removed all duplicated e-mail addresses due to multiple apps developed by the same developer(s). This resulted in almost 1,800 e-mail addresses including, of course, those related to customer support (e.g., ask@, support@, etc). We manually pruned-out these addresses, obtaining in the end 1,221 developers to be contacted. Each developer received an email with instructions on how to participate in our study and a link to the website hosting our survey (details of how data was collected are reported in Section 3.1.4). In the end, we collected 45 responses. Even if this number looks very low, i.e., the response rate is 4 percent (whereas the suggested minimum response rate for survey studies is around 10 percent [19] ), we should consider that a number of these developers may be no longer active in the field, might have changed organization (if any, while their emails still being valid), etc. In addition, even if the response rate achieved in our study is quite low, we got a number of responses higher or comparable to similar surveys reported in the literature (e.g., [20] , [21] ).
Research Questions
This study aims at addressing the following two research questions:
study (Section 2), we focus our attention on both the official Android APIs as well as thirdparty APIs. RQ 4 : To What Extent Android Developers Consider Problematic APIs to be the Cause of Negative User Rating/Comments? This research question aims at investigating whether, from a developer's point-of-view, the usage of problematic APIs negatively impact the apps' ratings. We answer both research questions by asking Android developers to fill-in a questionnaire we designed.
Survey Questionnaire Design
We designed a survey aimed at collecting developers' opinion needed to answer our two research questions. The study questions are reported in Table 9 . For each question, the table specifies whether it is expected an answer in a Likert scale [22] 
The first six questions aimed at gathering information about the background of the developers taking part in our study. In particular, we focus on their experience in mobile development (i.e., number of years of experience, used mobile platforms, and number of apps developed) and on the success of their development activity (i.e., number of downloads and average rating assigned by the users to their apps).
Then, we asked developers about their opinion on the factors negatively impacting apps' user ratings. In particular, we provided participants with four different factors to evaluate (see questions from 7 to 10) providing for each of them an assessment on how much it negatively impacts the user ratings/comments of an app. A score of one means that the factor does not negatively impact an app's rating at all, while a score of five means that the factor has a strong, negative impact on the app rating. The four investigated factors are: (i) the features offered by the app are not useful, (ii) the app is difficult to use, (iii) on the Google play store there are better apps offering the same functionality, and (iv) the presence of bugs/ unexpected behaviors in the app. Note that the latter is the only one on which the use of problematic APIs (both the official as well as the third-party ones) could have some form of impact.
In the third part of the survey (questions from 11 to 15) we asked developers to select the most frequent perceived causes of bugs/crashes in the apps among five possibilities: (i) Java programming errors in the app, (ii) use of thirdparty libraries affected by bugs, (iii) changes in new releases of third-party libraries, (iv) bugs present in the official Android APIs, and (v) changes in new releases of the Android platform. It is clear that our aim here is to have a first indication about possible problems experienced by developers with APIs when working on their apps. This aspect is investigated more in depth in the next part of our questionnaire: experiences with used APIs. Questions from 16 to 18 ask developers if they ever experienced problems with mobile development APIs and, in this case, to indicate the API name and version.
Finally, the last part of our survey (impact of problematic APIs on the user ratings of your apps-questions from 19 to 21) assesses the impact of problematic APIs on apps' user ratings as experienced by developers.
Data Collection
To automatically collect the answers, the survey was hosted on a Web application named eSurveyPro 12 Note that the Web application exploited for our survey allowed developers to complete the questionnaire in multiple rounds, e.g., to answer the first two questions on one day, the others one week later. Developers had 45 days available to respond. At the end of the 45 days we collected 28 complete questionnaires. To enlarge the set of participants in our study, we sent a reminder to the developers that did not answer up to that point and waited for additional 35 days. This allowed us collecting additional 17 questionnaires, leading to a total of 45 completed questionnaires.
Analysis Method
We firstly analyzed, by using descriptive statistics and box plots, the answers provided to the questions related to the developers' background (questions from 1 to 6 in Table 9 ). The results of this analysis provided us with information about the context in which our study has been performed. Then, to answer RQ 3 we report: 1) Box plots of the answers provided by developers to questions 7-10 (see Table 9 ), assessing the factors negatively impacting the apps' user ratings. The aim is to verify to what extent the only factor potentially affected by the use of problematic APIs (i.e. the presence of bugs/unexpected behaviors in the app) is felt as important by developers.
2) The percentage of developers indicating changeand fault-prone APIs as one of the most frequent perceived causes of bugs/crashes in their apps (see questions 11-15 in Table 9 ).
3) The percentage of developers declaring to have experienced problems with mobile development APIs (question 16) and to had bugs in their apps due to new releases of the Android platform (question 18). Also, we present qualitative analysis discussing examples gathered from the developers' answers to question 17 (see Table 9 ). Concerning RQ 4 , we present (i) the percentage of developers declaring, in question 19, to have observed evidence 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5
On the factors negatively impacting apps'user ratings (1¼very low impact, . . ., 5¼very strong impact)
7. The features offered by the app are not useful 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5 8. The app is difficult to use 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5 9. On the Google play store there are better apps offering the same functionalities 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5 10. Presence of bugs/unexpected behaviors in the app 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5
Select, among the following, the most frequent perceived causes of app bugs/crashes. about relationships between bad user ratings/comments and problems experienced with mobile development APIs and (ii) box plots of the severity perceived by developers of the negative impact of problematic APIs on user ratings/ comments (question 20 in Table 9 ). Also in this case, we complement our analysis with qualitative data gathered from question 21. Note that questions 20 and 21 were asked only to developers positively answering question 19.
Java programming errors in the app
Replication Package
All the data used in our study are publicly available at http://www.cs.wm.edu/semeru/data/tse-android/. Specifically, we provide: (i) the text of the email sent to the developers; (ii) the raw data of answers provided by the developers; (iii) the R scripts and working data sets used to run the statistical tests and produce the plots and tables reports in this paper. Fig. 7 shows boxplots of the answers provided by participants to questions related to their experience in mobile software development. The 28 developers involved in our study have between two and five years of experience in Android apps development-see Fig. 7a , with a mean of 3.5 years (median 4). They developed between one and 200 apps-see Fig. 7b , with a mean of 25 (median 11), and their apps have been downloaded between 1,932 and 30 millions of times-see Fig. 7c , with a mean of 2,945,000 (median 350,000). The average user ratings of their apps are quite high and inline with what we observed for free apps-see Fig. 7d : the average user rating is included between two and four with an average of 3.7 (median 4). Overall, the experience of the 45 developers involved in our study is quite high, both in terms of years working on the Android platform (especially considering that Android is a relatively young technology) as well as in terms of number of developed apps. Moreover, 19 of them also developed apps for other mobile platforms, and in particular: 12 developers also worked on iOS, two on PSP, one on NintendoDS, two on BlackBerry, and two on Windows phone. Also, their apps have been downloaded millions of times and, most of them, also received good user ratings.
Results
To What Extent Android Developers Experience
Problems when Using APIs? Fig. 8 reports box plots of the answers provided by developers to questions assessing the negative impact of four different factors (see Table 9 -questions 7-10) on the apps' rating. Firstly, it is interesting to note as developers consider the factor less negatively impacting apps' rating the presence on the Google play market of better apps providing the same functionality. In fact, this is the factor exhibiting the lowest average score-2.96-and a median of three (i.e., medium negative impact on apps' rating). All the other three factors considered in our study exhibited a median score of four (i.e., strong negative impact on apps' rating), with the app's usability receiving an average score of 3.42, the uselessness of the features provided by the apps 4.02, and the presence of bugs/ unexpected behavior 4.27. Thus, the presence of bugs/unexpected behavior is the factor developers perceived as the one having the strongest negative impact on apps' rating. This is inline with what we observed in the qualitative Fig. 7 . Boxplots of answers provided by developers to questions related to their experience. The red dots indicate the mean. Fig. 8 . Boxplots of answers provided by developers to questions 7-10 (see Table 9 ), assessing the factors negatively impacting the apps' rating (1¼very low impact, . . ., 5¼very strong impact). The red dots indicate the mean.
analysis performed in the context of our first study (see Section 2.2.3), where we found most of the negative comments left by apps' users related to problems with the correct behavior of the app. Among all factors considered in this study, this is the one having the most straight-forward direct link to API change and fault-proneness. That is, API change-and fault-proneness is unlikely to (directly) affect the app usability or the level of provided functionalities, factors mainly due to app's design and implementation choices (and only partially due to the available technologies). Instead, mis-use of APIs that evolved, or use of unreliable API will likely cause bugs and/or unexpected behavior. Fig. 9 reports the results obtained when asking developers to select the most frequent perceived causes of bugs/ crashes in the apps among: (i) Java programming errors in the app, (ii) use of third-party libraries affected by bugs, (iii) changes in new releases of third party libraries, (iv) bugs present in the official Android APIs, and (v) changes in new releases of the official Android APIs. In particular, for each of these five perceived causes we report the percentage of developers indicating it as one of the most frequent causes of apps' bugs (note that we allowed each developers to select more than one of the proposed causes).
Among the 45 developers, 38 (84 percent) indicated Java programming errors as one of the most frequent cause of bugs/crashes in their apps. This result is not surprising since, as any other piece of software, Android apps can be affected by programming errors made by developers. When focusing on problems related to the APIs (i.e., considering all the answers but the "Java programming errors in the app" one), developers perceive that bugs present in third-party APIs represent the most frequent cause of bug introduction in their apps. 2) developers are generally more concerned about the effect of bugs present in the used APIs than about changes performed in new releases of the used APIs; this is true for both third-party as well as official Android APIs. 3) developers believe that more bugs are present in third-party APIs than in the official Android APIs. However, they are more concerned about the change-proneness of the Android platform than to the change-proneness of third-party APIs. This result likely has a two-fold explanation. First, the Android APIs have been object of a very fast evolution 13 leading to 18 major releases over just four years. It is very unlikely that also third-party APIs have evolved so fast. This is also confirmed by the average frequency of commits per month observed in Study I for the Android APIs (164 commits per month) as compared to the third-party APIs (14 commits per month). Thus, developers have more likely experienced bugs introduced by major changes in the Android APIs than by changes in the used third-party libraries. Second, Android API reuse by inheritance is widely implemented by developers [23] , [24] , and Android apps are highly dependent on the official Android APIs [25] . Almost 50 percent of classes in Android apps inherit from a base class as shown in a recent study by Mojica Ruiz et al. [23] . This, again, makes more likely for developers to experience bugs due to changes in the official APIs than in third-party APIs. Among the 45 developers answering our questionnaire, 33 (73 percent) said they have experienced problems with the used APIs (question 16 in Table 9 ). Of these 33, 21 indicated Android APIs as the cause of the problems, and 12 indicated third-party APIs. Again, this is likely because most of the APIs used in the apps belong to the Android SDK, and only few of them are third-party ones.
14 Also, 64 percent of developers (29) declared to have observed new bugs in their apps introduced as a consequence of new releases of the Android platform (question 18 in Table 9 ).
Three developers indicated the third-party library moPub 15 as the one they experienced problems with, and one of them also explained the problem. moPub is an opensource advertisements (ads) serving platform designed to help developers to monetize the success of their apps by effectively placing advertisements. Note that moPub does not broker advertisers for an app; rather, for this task, it 14. Note that in our first study, we found just 21 percent of the considered apps to use at least one open source third-party API.
15. http://www.mopub.com/ verified on January 2014.
relies on an ads network. Hence, moPub can be integrated with any available advertisement network, like the one used by the developer, i.e., MillennialMedia. 16 The integration between moPub and MillennialMedia created issues to one of the developers involved in our survey:
moPub APIs in some versions caused crashes when integrating MillennialMedia as ad network
One developer indicated the google-api-translate-java APIs 17 as cause of problems in her apps. In particular, while this problem is somewhat related to a third-party API (googleapi-translate-java is not part of the Android platform), it is manifested just with the release of the Android platform 4.0. The developer pointed us to the google-api-translate-java issue tracker describing the problem 18 and wrote:
my app makes a massive use of thegoogle-api-translate-javaAPIs and everything worked just fine until the release of Android Ice Cream Sandwich (i.e., the release 4.0 of Android). Then, my app started crashing when invoking thegoogle-api-translate-javaAPIs. The problem was solved by modifying the request to the APIs from a GET to a POST request.
Other developers indicated some other APIs as the source of their problems (e.g., RoboGuice, Wa, etc.) without, however, providing a description of the experienced issues. Summarizing, the quantitative and qualitative results of our RQ 3 highlight that: 1) Developers felt the presence of bugs/unexpected behavior as the main cause of users' bad ratings/ comments. Among the factors we investigate, this is the one that has the most direct and straight-forward relationship with the use of problematic APIs. 2) A high percentage of developers (up to 71 percent) consider the change-and fault-proneness of APIs as threats to the proper working of their apps. 3) Seventy three percent of developers experienced problems with the APIs used in their apps. Also, 64 percent declared to have observed new bugs in their apps introduced as a consequence of new releases of the Android platform. These findings have been partially confirmed by the examples described by the developers answering our survey.
To What Extent Android Developers Consider Problematic APIs to be the Cause of Negative User Rating/Comments?
Of the 45 surveyed developers, 28 (62 percent) declared to have observed a relationship between problems experienced with the used APIs and bad user's ratings/comments (question 19 in Table 9 ). These 28 developers evaluated the severity of the observed impact, providing a score on a five point Likert scale between 1¼very low and 5¼very high (question 20). Fig. 10 reports the achieved results. The median is 4 (i.e., high impact) indicating that the use of problematic APIs could strongly impact the rating of an app form the developers' point-of-view. Also, it is important to note that no one of the developers assessed the impact at a value lower than 3 (i.e., medium impact). This means that developers, in their experience, not only observed a decrease of the ratings assigned by users to their apps as consequence of problems in the used APIs, but also that this decrease was substantial. Some of the comments left by the developers to question 21 (see Table 9 ) describe cases where they observed a negative impact of problems experienced with APIs on the ratings/comments left by the apps' users. For instance, one of the developers wrote: my app worked fine until Android 3.2 (API level 13). Then, the app started to crash on screen rotation. This was due to a change in the Android APIs requiring, besides the management of the orientation value (as needed until API level 12), also the management of the screenSize value when a screen rotation event arises. Unfortunately, given to commitments on other projects it took some days to fix the problem and this resulted in several low ratings for my apps.
Another example, reported by two developers, was the removal of the menu button that happened with the release of Android Honeycomb (i.e., the release 3.0 of Android). As well explained in a post by Scott Main 19 Honeycomb removed the reliance on physical buttons, and introduced the ActionBar class as the standard solution to make actions from the user options immediately visible and quick to invoke. This change has created several issues to the developers 20 with the need to update their apps as fast as possible. However, as explained by one of the developers involved in our study the removal of the menu button resulted in bad user experiences with my apps and, consequently, in bad user ratings/comments. Other developers described situations in which problems in third-party APIs have negatively impacted the app user ratings, like for instance a developer that reported the issue with the moPub library described in the context of RQ 3 . When commenting the impact of this problem on the rating of her apps, the developer wrote for few days I received bad user comments due to crashes in my app. However, the moPub team rapidly fixed the problem.
In summary, the answers provided by developers to questions related to RQ 4 indicate that 62 percent of developers perceived a direct relationship between problems experienced with the used APIs and bad users' ratings/ comments, and the impact of such APIs on the apps' user ratings was considered as medium-high. Also, the discussed examples support the quantitative results obtained in our first study: the use of problematic APIs could represent a threat for the success of Android apps.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
This section describes the threats to validity of both studies presented in Section 2 and Section 3. We discuss such threats together since, as explained in the introduction, Study II has been conducted to provide a rationale to the findings of Study I, i.e., the relation between APIs changeand fault-proneness and the apps' user ratings.
Construct Validity
Threats to construct validity concern the relationship between theory and observation. For Study I, such threats are essentially due to the measurements/estimates on which our study is based. The most important threat is related to using ratings as an indicator of success. We are aware that such ratings can be highly subjective and imprecise. To mitigate such a threat and the randomness/subjectiveness effect, (i) we analyzed a very large sample of apps, and (ii) we discarded apps having less than 10 ratings. Another possibility would have been to use the number of downloads as a mirror for the apps' success. However, we discarded such an option because: 1) Several users just download the app without even installing it, or they immediately uninstall it, because they realize that was not the app they wanted. 2) Mining studies impact the number of apps' downloads. As in our case, we downloaded thousands of apps, but never installed them on devices. 3) In the Google Play market the number of downloads per app is not reported (in fact, none of the mobile markets lists the number of downloads). Google Play just shows the number of app installations in ranges (e.g., from 100,000 to 500,000). Such a number is an aggregated value that includes the number of installs for all the versions of the app. In other words, a user installing the app A i version 1.0 and then updating A i to version 1.1, is considered to install it two times. However, such information is not precise enough for the purpose of our study. One source of imprecision/incompleteness can be related to how we identified the APIs used by the analyzed apps. Although some of the API usages can not be detected when there is no direct invocation (e.g., API calls encapsulated by Java annotations 21 ), the JClassInfo tool provided us with all the references to Android classes and methods from client-code (i.e., app using the Android SDK). As references we consider (i) direct invocations to Android classes or to methods contained in them, and (ii) dependencies toward classes/interfaces due to inheritance or interface implementations. Thus, we are not capturing cases of overriding, in which the client code is overriding one or more methods from an API; since the client code is providing its own implementation of the method(s), any impact on the app caused by problems (e.g., bugs) in such implementation should not be considered as a responsibility of the API.
Another imprecision/incompleteness can be related to how fault-proneness of APIs is estimated. We chose to consider bug-fixes instead "number of reported bugs" since the latter could represent false alarms. Also, we did not consider dead apps in our study, i.e., apps with inactive development, for which bug-fixes might not be reported. However, we are aware that the information from software repositories can be imprecise/incomplete in terms of the actual number of bug fixes performed on a project [26] . Moreover, our study did not distinguish how the apps used the APIs (e.g., by inheritance or invocation), because the JClassInfo tool lists the references between a JAR file and third-party libraries. However, this would not influence our results, because our research questions do not emphasize the relation between change/ fault-proneness and a specific type of API usage.
As for Study II, to allow aggregating responses provided by the study participants, wherever appropriate we asked questions using a Likert scale [22] . Where this is not appropriate (e.g., for questions like "Did you ever experience problems with mobile development APIs?") we used Boolean answers; however, in most cases such questions are preliminary to more focused ones for which a Likert scale is used. Instead, questions with open answers are mainly aimed at collecting some qualitative insights from the study participants. Also, in Study II the developers might have been influenced by the questions posed in our survey. For instance, when investigating the causes for app bugs/ crashes perceived as most frequent by developers (i.e., questions from 11 to 15 in Table 9 ), four out of the five options were related to the use of problematic APIs. Several other possible reasons for an app bug/crash were all represented by the "Java programming errors in the app" option. However, when designing our questionnaire we focused our attention on reaching a fair compromise between the quantity of information gathered and the time needed to complete the survey. Indeed, a too long questionnaire could have discouraged developers leading to a lower response rate.
Conclusion Validity
Threats to conclusion validity concern the relationship between treatment and outcome. For Study I, our conclusions are supported by appropriate, non-parametric statistics (p-values were properly adjusted when multiple comparisons were performed). In addition, the practical 21 . The Android SDK does not have annotations, but third party libraries can define annotations.
relevance of the observed differences is highlighted by effect size measures.
For Study II the main threat to conclusion validity is the extent to which the set of respondents is representative of the population of developers that worked on the set of applications analyzed in Study I. As explained in Section 3 the response rate of our study is only 4 percent, which is below the response rate often achieved in survey studies [19] , i.e. 10 percent. However, explicitly targeting original developers is usually challenging because many of them may not be active, the email addresses are invalid, or even impossible to contact because they are no longer using the email addresses we collected. Also, note that a pool of 45 original developers is above the number of original developers used in many previous studies investigating other software engineering phenomenon, where such a number was between 10 and 14 [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] .
Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity concern factors that can affect our results. Most importantly, this work does not claim a causeeffect relation between APIs fault-and change-proneness and the user ratings of apps, which can be due to several other factors. Instead, the purpose of our study is to show that the availability of stable and reliable APIs is important for app developers, and without that the success of produced apps (reflected by the user ratings) can be seriously hindered. In the first study we support such findings with qualitative analysis for which we manually analyzed comments related to ratings.
After that, to provide a justification and plausible explanations to the quantitative findings of Study I, we rely on the quantitative and qualitative information collected by interviewing 45 original developers of the analyzed apps (Study II). However, it should be clear that, although the results and insights collected in Study II provide a meaningful rationale for results of Study I, they cannot directly provide a cause-effect explanation of the specific correlations we have found.
Another possible source of bias for the results of Study I might be the thresholds we used when analyzing the data and presenting our results. We grouped the apps into three levels of rating (i.e., high, medium, and low) based on their average rating (r a ). In particular, apps having r a lower than the first quartile (bottom 25 percent of the apps) were considered as apps having a low rating; apps having r a between the first and the third quartile (middle 50 percent of apps) were considered as apps having a medium rating; apps having r a higher than the third quartile (top 25 percent of the apps) were considered as apps having a high rating. Thus, our thresholds to define the apps' rating categories were based on the quartiles of the distribution of the average rating for the 5,848 considered apps. However, a different choice might lead to different results and, consequently, to different findings. For this reason we performed an additional analysis where we considered different thresholds to group the apps into the three rating categories. In particular, we considered the bottom 33 percent apps (in terms of r a ) as those having a low rating; the middle 34 percent apps as those having a medium rating; and the top 33 percent apps as those having a high rating. Also, we focused our analysis of extreme cases on the 100 most and the 100 least successful apps (instead of the 50 most and 50 least successful apps as done in Section 2). The results were consistent with those discussed in this paper and led to the same findings. Details about this analysis are reported in our replication package. 22 We also replicated the analysis conducted in Study I isolated to the 1,000 most popular apps in our dataset. This analysis is useful to verify whether it is still possible to observe differences in the change-and fault-proneness of APIs used by apps having different levels of ratings when just considering very popular apps. Since the number of downloads for each app is not available, we used the number of reviews received by an app as a proxy of its popularity. The correlation between the number of downloads and the number of reviews received by an app is something expected (i.e., the more an app is downloaded, the more it is reviewed) and it has been also observed in the recent work by Khalid et al. [31] : "reviews, [. . .], are highly correlated with download counts". Even just focusing on the most 1,000 popular apps, we still observed a correlation between the app success and the change-and faultproneness of the used APIs. Specifically, the higher the app success the lower the change-and fault-proneness of the APIs it uses. Also for this analysis more details are available in our replication package.
External Validity
Threats to external validity concern the generalization of our findings. We limited our analysis to free apps. It could be the case that our conclusions are no longer valid for paid apps. This is because, for example, users could be more disappointed if they payed for an unreliable poor app, while they may not care that much if a free app occasionally crashes. However, although we could not afford-and could not do for legal reasons-the same kind of study on paid apps, at least we have shown (Section 2, Fig. 2 ) that the distribution of ratings for free apps and paid apps (a set of randomly selected apps) is comparable.
Although we analyzed a pretty large set of apps belonging to various categories, we are aware that our conclusions may or may not generalize to further apps, and for apps developed for other mobile platforms (e.g., iOS or Windows Mobile).
RELATED WORK
The analysis of mobile applications and operating systems has become a hot research topic in the recent years. However, for reasons related to availability of source code and other artifacts (e.g., bugs, change requests, etc.), such studies have been mainly focused on the Android ecosystem. For example, the Mining Challenge track at the 10th Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories (MSR'12) [32] was focused on the analysis of change and bug data in the Android OS. Other studies have been oriented to security issues and malware detection as in [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] and few studies using Android apps have investigated software engineering-related tasks [23] , [24] , [25] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] . 22 . http://www.cs.wm.edu/semeru/data/tse-android/ In this section, we focus our attention on related work concerning empirical studies for evolution-and maintenance-related aspects and analysis of change and bug data in Android applications. We also discuss studies that used changes in APIs to analyze software evolution and stability.
Empirical Studies Using Android Apps
Several recent works extracted bytecode from APK files, as we did in Study I, to analyze evolution-and maintenancerelated aspects in Android apps, such as automatic categorization [39] , [40] , reuse/cloning and dependencies analysis [23] , [24] , [25] , [41] , [44] , analysis of development process and Android apps design [42] , [43] . Concerning the analysis of Android APIs, only the work by McDonnell et al. [45] is related to ours. However, in the following we describe all those studies to provide the reader with a perspective of the empirical studies that have been done using Android apps.
Shabtai et al. [39] categorized APK files into two root categories of the Android market (i.e., "Games" and "Applications"), using attributes extracted from dex files and XML data in the APK files. Sanz et al. [40] used string literals in classes, ratings, application sizes, and permissions to classify 820 applications into several existing categories, such as "Entertainment", "Puzzle and brain games", "Communication", "Multimedia and Video", "Society", "Productivity", and "Tools".
Mojica Ruiz et al. [23] , [24] analyzed the extent of code reuse in Android applications. The authors extracted the bytecode of Android apps from APK files to generate class signatures. These latter have been generated by using a technique previously applied by Davies et al. [46] , [47] on the Maven Repository. Mojica Ruiz et al. [23] , [24] used signatures to compute usage frequencies via inheritance and class reuse. The main conclusion of their studies is that reuse by inheritance and code cloning is prevalent in Android apps. Dresnos [41] also used method signatures to detect similar Android apps, where the signatures included string literals, API calls, exceptions, and control flow structures. Linares-V asquez et al. [44] analyzed the impact of third-party libraries and obfuscation code when the reuse in Android apps is estimated with the technique by Davies et al. [46] , [47] .
Syer et al. [25] analyzed dependencies, and source code/ churn metrics of three mobile apps (i.e., Wordpress, Google Authenticator, and Facebook SDK) in Android and BlackBerry. The authors analyzed different dimensions of reuse (i.e., by inheritance, interface implementation, API calls) and their main conclusions were that Android apps require less source code but have larger files than in BlackBerry, and depend more on the Android APIs.
Minelli and Lanza [42] proposed a visualization-based analysis for mobile apps using Samoa, which is an interactive tool exploiting historical and structural information from the apps. Although the tool is not focused on a specific design aspect as reuse, the authors used the Average Hierarchy Height (AHH) and Average Number of Derived Classes (ANDC) metrics to study inheritance in Android apps. They found that some apps reuse libraries by copying the entire code instead of referencing JAR files. Some of the findings help to describe the programming model of Android apps (e.g., complexity of mobile apps is mostly attributed to the dependency on third-party libraries), however, only 20 apps were used in the study.
Syer et al. [43] analyzed 15 open source apps to investigate the differences of mobile apps with five desktop/server applications. The comparison was based on two dimensions: the size of the apps and the time to fix defects. The study suggest that mobile apps are similar to UNIX utilities in terms of size of the code and the development team. Also, the findings suggest that mobile app developers are concerned to fixing bugs quickly: over a third of the bugs are fixed within one week and the rest are fixed within one month.
The study by McDonnell et al. [45] is the closest to the one presented in this paper. McDonnell et al. analyzed the evolution of Android APIs (i.e., frequency of changes), and the reaction of client code to API evolution. For the latter purpose, they analyzed 10 open source Android applications from seven domains to investigate into: (i) the degree of dependency on Android APIs; (ii) the lag time between a client API reference and its most recent available version; (iii) the adoption time of new APIs; (iv) the relation between API instability and adoption; and (v) the relationship between API updates and bugs in client code. The results show that client code with more changes to adopt API updates are more prone to bugs; also, fastevolving APIs are used more, but the time taken for adoption is longer.
Mojica Ruiz et al. [48] also related factors-and specifically the number of Ad (advertisement) libraries-to Android app ratings. They studied 236,245 different apps (236,245 app versions) and found no evidence of relations between the use of Ad libraries and the app rating. However, they found that the use of some specific Ad libraries could negatively affect the app rating. Hence, this is yet another factor that could-in some specific cases as Mojica Ruiz et al. found-influence the rating of apps. As we mentioned in the introduction, our work, as also other related work in this area, does not aim at establishing a cause-effect relationship between one factor (API change-and faultproneness) and the user ratings of an app, but, rather, to show that there is a correlation and to provide a rational to such quantitative findings through a qualitative analysis of app reviews. Table 10 lists the number of mobile applications and related categories, that were used in the studies mentioned above. If comparing our study to [23] , [24] , [25] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [45] , this is the first study relating the API (Android API and third-party libraries) fault-and changeproneness to the user ratings received by the apps.
Change and Bug Data Analysis in Android
Martie et al. [49] analyzed discussions in the Android open source project issue tracker, and derived the discussion topic trend and time distributions. Results indicated that (i) Android runtime error was a problematic feature of the Android platform and (ii) the new garbage collector in Android Gingerbread may have resolved issues with the Android runtime and graphics applications that use heavy weight graphics libraries. Although [49] did not investigate the impact of Android platform bugs on Android apps, it provides empirical evidence of the bugs concerning Android developers and the evolution of the Android API as a reaction to those concerns.
Sinha et al. [50] analyzed the contributions to the Android core code base (AOSP), measuring change activity, contributor density, and industry participation in five AOSP sub-projects (device, kernel, platform, tool-chain, tools). Assaduzzaman et al. [51] mined changes and bug reports in Android to identify changes that introduced the bugs. The links between bugs and changes were identified by looking for keywords in commit messages, and by comparing the textual similarity between the reports and the commit messages.
Our work is different from [49] , [50] and [51] for the following two reasons: (i) we computed metrics on bugs and changes in the Android APIs to correlate fault/change proneness with the average user rating of apps, and (ii) we did not analyze textual information in bug reports or commit messages.
APIs Instability Analysis
Dig and Johnson [52] studied the changes between two major releases of four frameworks and one library written in Java; they found that on average 90 percent of the API breaking changes 23 are refactorings. Hou and Yao [53] analyzed the evolution of AWT/Swing at the package and class level. They found that, during 11 years of the JDK release history, the number of changed elements was relatively small as compared to the size of the whole API, and the majority of them happened in release 1.1. Thus, the main conclusion of their study was that the initial design of the APIs contributes to the smooth evolution of the AWT/ Swing API.
Changes in APIs were also studied by Raemaekers et al. [54] to measure the stability of the Apache Commons library. Their findings indicated that a relatively small number of new methods were added in each snapshot to the "Commons Logging" library, while there is more work going on in new methods of "Common Codec" than in old ones.
Mileva et al. [7] analyzed 250 Apache projects to identify usage trends and the popularity of four libraries, and the number of times the projects migrated back to an older version of the libraries; although the purpose of the study is not the analysis of API instability, the findings illustrate how bugs in newer versions of libraries motivate library consumers to switch back to earlier versions. In our study, we did not analyze the developers' reaction to the instability of fault-proneness of Android APIs (i.e., actions taken as a consequence of the APIs instability and fault-proneness). However, we found some evidence of how the Android APIs instability and fault-proneness has impacted apps quality from the users perspective (e.g., low ratings), and evidence that developers had to adapt quickly their apps as a reaction to the low ratings.
Changes in APIs and frameworks require the adaptation of clients (apps in our case), that can, sometimes, be automated. To this aim, Degenais and Robillard [55] proposed SemDiff, a tool to recommend client adaptation required when the used framework evolve. The authors evaluated SemDiff on the evolution of the Eclipse-JDT framework and three of its clients. Our study does not aim at investigating how apps can be adapted when APIs change, although the criticality of such changes further support the need for such a kind of adaptation.
Businge et al. [56] analyzed the impact of stable/supported APIs and non supported APIs on survival of Eclipse third-party plugins. Their results show that change proneness of the third party plugins based on non supported APIs is higher, and the fault-proneness of thirdparty plugins based on stable/supported APIs is lower. Although the quality focus in [56] is the survival of the plugins (in our case we used success of apps in terms of ratings), both studies (ours and [56] ) provide evidence on the impact of unstable APIs on the client code using those APIs.
The impact of breaking changes could be a major factor for the development of Android apps in Java, because Android produced significant releases as rapidly as every one to six months. Stability in the Android API is a sensitive and timely topic, given the frequent releases and the number of applications that use these APIs. Similarly to [45] , [53] , [54] , we used the number of changes in [25] Dependencies analysis 3 NR Sanz et al. [40] Apps categorization 820 7 Dresnos [41] Detection of similar apps 2 1 Mojica Ruiz et al. [23] Reuse by inheritance and code cloning 4,323 5 Minelli and Lanza [42] Visualization based analysis 20 NR Mojica Ruiz et al. [24] Reuse by inheritance and code cloning > 200K 30 Mojica Ruiz et al. [48] Use of Ad library and app rating 236K 27 Syer et al. [43] Size, dependencies and defect fix time 15 NR McDonnell et al. [45] API instability and adoption 10 7 Linares-V asquez et al. [44] Impact of third-party libraries and obfuscated code in reuse by code cloning 24,379 30 Our study Apps user ratings and API change/bug proneness 5,848 30
We use NR to distinguish the cases where the number of domain categories is not reported.
23. Changes causing an application built with an older version of the component to fail under a newer version. methods as a proxy for change-proneness. Our findings suggest that there is a relation between stability and apps rating: the greater the app rating, the lower the number of changes in methods of Android classes and third-party libraries used in the app.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper investigated the relationship between API change-and fault-proneness and the ratings of Android apps using them. While there is anecdotal evidence that API instability (change-proneness) and fault-proneness may impact the success of software applications, until now there were no rigorous empirical evaluations of such relationships. We filled this gap by performing two studies.
In the first study we estimated the success of 5,848 free Android apps as the average ratings obtained in the Google Play market. Then, we measured fault-and change-proneness of APIs (the official Android APIs as well as the open source third-party APIs) used by those apps. The faultproneness was measured as the total number of bugs fixed in the used API, while to assess the change-proneness we used the number of changes at method level along three categories: (i) generic changes (including all kinds of changes), (ii) changes applied to method signatures, and (iii) changes applied to the exceptions thrown by methods. Moreover, we performed change-analysis by considering all the methods as well as by just focusing on public methods. Results of this study show that APIs used by apps having high user ratings are significantly less fault-prone than APIs used by low rated apps. In addition, APIs used by highly rated apps are also significantly less change-prone than APIs used by low rated apps, including when changes affected method signatures and especially public methods. Instead, changes to the set of exceptions thrown by methods did not significantly relate with the app rating. These findings hold when considering (i) all the APIs used by apps, (ii) just the official Android APIs used by apps, and (iii) just the open source third-party APIs used by apps.
To provide a quantitative and qualitative explanation to the correlations found in the first study, in the second study we conducted a survey with 45 Android developers. Our questions aimed at investigating potential problems experienced by developers with the use of APIs and their perceived impact on bad user ratings/comments. The quantitative data collected in this study highlight as developers experienced problems caused by the APIs changeand fault-proneness. Moreover, most of them observed a direct relationship between problems experienced with the used APIs and bad users' ratings/comments. The examples discussed by developers also allowed us to further corroborate the findings of our studies.
In summary, although it must be clear that the user ratings of an app-as well as its success-can depend on several factors (e.g., the usage of advertisement libraries [48] or energy consumed by the APIs [57] ), whenever possible developers should carefully choose the APIs to be used in their apps: the fault-proneness of APIs can easily be propagated to apps using them, causing crashes or other kinds of failures. Also, a high API change-proneness may trigger the need for frequent app updates that can in turn introduce new bugs. Also, such frequent changes may introduce a behavior that is not expected by apps using the APIs; in other words, APIs may not preserve their back-compatibility. This can either be the cause of bugs in apps using such APIs or, when this does not happen, it may trigger complex changes needed to adapt the current application to the evolved APIs, and this not only can induce bugs, but also it could, in some cases, negatively affect the functional (e.g., feature no longer supported by the API) or non-functional characteristics (e.g., increase of battery consumption, or of CPU/memory usage) of the apps.
While our findings highlight the importance of avoiding change-and fault-prone APIs, it must be clear that selecting the best APIs to use is far from trivial. First, information about the change-and fault-proneness of APIs is currently not available for developers, and they react to API changes looking for answers (related to the changes) in Q&A systems [58] . Developing monitoring systems aimed at providing such information to developers (at least for open source APIs) should be a priority for the research community. In the past, this has been done for example to predict the compatibility of Eclipse plug-in with respect to new Eclipse releases [56] , [59] . While extracting information about the fault-proneness of APIs is straightforward (a mining of the issue tracking systems may be sufficient), extracting precise information about the change-proneness requires finegrained change analysis as done in our study by exploiting the MARKOS Code Analyzer.
Even if considering the information about change-and fault-proneness of APIs as available for developers, avoiding change-and fault-prone APIs might be not obvious. Indeed, sometimes developers need a feature implemented in a specific API, despite its change-and fault-proneness. In these cases, the use of recommendation tools able to identify similar software applications (see for instance the work by McMillan et al. [60] , [61] , [62] , and Moritz et al. [63] ) can help developers in looking for alternative APIs, implementing the same features and, hopefully, being less changeand fault-prone. Also, another opportunity would be to integrate API change-and fault-proneness analysis in IDEs code-search mechanisms [64] , [65] , [66] , [67] , [68] , [69] .
Of course, the worst-case scenario may happen as well where, for the specific feature needed by the developer, there are no alternatives but using a change-and/or faultprone API. In such cases, the developer has to carefully consider the balance between the advantages provided by the features implemented in the API (e.g., saved time/money, reuse of already tested code, etc) and the possible issues derived by its change/fault-proneness. Tools aimed at supporting the developers in evaluating such contrasting goals would be worthwhile in these cases. For instance, these tools could estimate the cost of re-implementing from scratch the feature provided by the API as well as the likelihood of having bugs in the app due to the use of the API.
Lastly, it is possible that app stores could be interested in applying some forms of quality control on the APIs used by the deployed apps, and such quality controls can be built based on the results of this study. However, besides the pros and cons outlined above-including the need for using some APIs when no alternatives are available-this could go against the open philosophy of the app store.
Our future research agenda includes additional studies aimed at further corroborating our results and at empirically investigating other factors impacting the apps' success. Such factors include (i) the change-and fault-proneness of the apps themselves, (ii) the design quality of the apps, and (iii) the responsiveness of developers in implementing features/bug-fixes required by the apps' users. Our work-inprogress also focuses on implementing recommenders to support developers in dealing with APIs updates that can potentially (and inadvertently) impact their apps with breaking changes and bugs, as the ones proposed by Linares-V asquez [70] .
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